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Who is the Ocean Exploration Cooperative Institute 
(OECI)?



The OECI is an integrated ocean exploration cooperative that aims to 
accelerate exploration through the development of new ocean 
technologies and operational concepts, application of new approaches 
to the underexplored regions of the US EEZ and ocean exploration 
data, and training of the next generation of ocean explorers.

What is the Ocean Exploration Cooperative 
Institute (OECI)?

oeci.org



FY22 Activities

• Co-robotics & teleoperation technology demonstration

• Exploration of NWHI

• Exploration of Kingman/Palmyra

• Exploration of Johnston Atoll

• Shore2Abyss

• Saildrone Surveyor in Aleutians

• Cloud-based bathymetric data processing

• Bridge to Ocean Exploration (CC internships)

• Tuskegee University Internships

• Automated Video Processing by ML

• Orpheus AUV development

• Gaussian bathymetric data processing

• Deepwater ASV sonar development

• Data management

• Advanced ML/AI data environment (BERACOUDA)

• Inner Space Center Education
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3 D’s of Robotics
Dull, Dirty, Dangerous



3 D’s of Machine Learning*
Data, Decisions, Discovery

* I pretty much made these up
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Machine Learning Automated Video 
Processing 

A. Soule, Y. Shen, M. Wei - URI-GSO

A large portion of the subsea video collected is only of 
use to a small subset of researchers, whereas a small 
portion is of high demand. Separating subsea video into 
clips is either done at arbitrary time intervals (e.g., 5 
min) or by significant effort. 

We propose a machine-learning algorithm to 
autonomously break video into clips based on ROV 
data, derived video data, and human annotation and 
trained, in part, by existing ‘highlight’ selections.





Suggestion

• Deep submergence is data rich and heavily invested in autonomy so has 
tremendous opportunities to benefit from ML/AI both for science and 
operations.

• ML/AI activities are developed and developing, but coordination is limited and 
necessary to enhance broad application of these techniques.

• DeSSC or an interested set of community members could evaluate current 
ML/AI efforts, coordination in other fields, and contribute to an ocean-based 
ML/AI workshop (cf. NSF DCL).


